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ABSTRACT

For centuries, ancient Egyptian Royal mummies have drawn the attention both of the general public and scien-
tists. Many royal mummies from the New Kingdom have survived. The discoveries of the bodies of these ancient rul-
ers have always sparked much attention, yet not all identifications are clear even nowadays. This study presents a
meta-analysis to demonstrate the difficulties in identifying ancient Egyptian royal mummies. Various methods and
pitfalls in the identification of the Pharaohs are reassessed since new scientific methods can be used, such as ancient
DNA-profiling and CT-scanning. While the ancestors of Tutankhamun have been identified, some identities are still
highly controversial (e.g., the mystery of the KV-55 skeleton, recently most likely identified as the genetic father of
Tutankhamun). The meta-analysis confirms the suggested identity of some mummies (e.g., Amenhotep III, Thutmo-
sis IV, and Queen Tjye). Am J Phys Anthropol 159:S216–S231, 2016. VC 2016 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.

INTRODUCTION

For centuries, ancient Egyptian mummies have been
an important subject for scientific studies (Camerarius
and Maier, 1625; Pettigrew, 1834; Virchow, 1888; Mas-
pero, 1889) and many other research fields (e.g., Egyp-
tology, Anthropology, Paleopathology). Royal mummies
are of particular interest to historians and the recon-
struction of the lives of the famous kings and queens of
Ancient Egypt. The identity of some mummies has
remained controversial since their discovery. The first
royal mummies (which are covered here in this article)
were found in an undecorated tomb in the Valley of the
Kings in Luxor (KV 21), in 1817 by Giovanni Battista
Belzoni (1778–1823). The two mummies found there
appear to have been robbed and damaged by vandals
after the initial opening in 1817 (Weeks, 2014). Another
major find was made by the Abd el-Rassul family, who
secretly discovered the Deir el-Bahari Cache (DB 320) in
the mid-1870s. The authorities officially discovered this
cache in late summer 1881. Emil Brugsch (1842–1930)
cleared DB 320 recovering 45 mummies, most of them
kings of the 17th–20th Dynasty and family members of
the high priest of Amun (Brugsch and Maspero, 1881;
Virchow, 1888; Forbes, 1998; Reeves and Wilkinson,
2002). Some mummies seemed to be missing (for
instance, a coffin with the name of Ramses I was found,
but apparently not his body). It is debated whether the
mummy from the Carlos Museum USA, now in the
Luxor Museum, is Ramses I; because of this uncertainty
this mummy was not included as part of this study
(Bickerstaffe, 2006).

The structure of DB 320 was documented imprecisely
(by modern standards) and thus the original locations of
some mummies remain unclear (Graefe, 1999; Graefe
and Belova, 2010). Victor Loret (1859–1946) discovered a
second royal cache in 1898 (KV35; Fletcher, 2004). This

time, the priest had used the royal tomb KV 35 as a hid-
ing/storage place. One mummy was lying in the former
tomb owner’s stone sarcophagus, nine mummies were
found in a side-room, another three were in second side-
room, and a damaged mummy in a small boat was found
in the antechamber of the tomb.

Additional important burials were found some years
later: KV 46, containing the parents-in-law of Amenhotep
III found in situ in 1905, the Amarna Cachette KV 55 in
1907, and as crown-jewel of all discoveries, the tomb of
Tutankhamun KV 62 in 1922, and more recently some
potential royal entourage (or high officials) in KV 31 and
KV 64 (Bickel and Paulin-Grothe, 2012; Bickel, 2013;
R€uhli et al. 2015). The most recent and still on-going dis-
covery of more than 80 royal entourage individuals in KV
50 royal mummies in KV 40 may bring further informa-
tion on the royal families, but also may raise many new
questions (Bickel and Paulin-Grothe, 2013; Bickel, 2014;
El-Aref, 2014; Felske, 2014; Poisson, 2014).

Some of these mummies—some vitally important
ancestors of the Thutmoside royal house ruling in the
18th Dynasty—have been recently investigated by
means of molecular genetics (Hawass et al., 2010). That
investigation triggered many theories and a major con-
troversy in the field of Egyptology (Baker, 2010;
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Braverman and Mackowiak, 2010; Phizackerley, 2010;
Timmann and Meyer, 2010; Gad, 2010; Lorenzen and
Willerslev, 2010; Habicht, 2011, 2012; Schl€ogl, 2012,
2014; Schott, 2012; Sch€ule, 2012; Stanglmeier, 2012;
Gabolde, 2013a,b; Hussein et al., 2013; Marchant, 2013,
2014; Dodson, 2014). The aim of this study is to review
all available evidence for the identification of some of
the most famous ancient Egyptian royal mummies. This
overview of all methods used may help to identify more
conclusive evidence for identification.

MATERIAL

The selected list of mummies has an important role on
the on-going debate of identifications. Some other mum-
mies from the Hawass et al. (2010) article are too dis-
tant to be of real importance for the connection with
Tutankhamun (e.g., KV 60 A as purported Queen Hat-
shepsut). Few of the mummies covered here were found
in situ as an original burial. For the royal families they
are these three: King Tutankhamun found in KV 62
(still in situ), and the parents-in-law of King Amenhotep
III, Yuya and his wife Thuya in KV 46 (Davis, 1907;
Carter, 2010), whose mummies are now in the Egyptian
National Museum in Cairo: Yuya (Egypt. Mus., Cairo
CG 51190) and Thuya (Egypt. Mus., Cairo CG 51191).
Their identity is not disputed (Gabolde, 2013a). The pre-
sented study focus on mummies connected with recent
genetic studies and exclude unsolved cases, such as the
identification of mummy KV 60 A as Queen Hatshepsut
(Hawass, 2006, 2007; Quilici, 2007; Thimes, 2008;
Graefe, 2011). Purported diseases of Akhenaton and the
many causes of death of Tutankhamun do not help in
identification and were also excluded (R€uhli and Ikram,
2014).

The following mummies were used in the meta-
analysis: Table 1.

Also, some unidentified remains from unconfirmed bur-
ial situations (original or secondary) are used: Table 2.

METHODS USED FOR INVESTIGATION

Scientists have used various approaches by Egyptol-
ogy, medicine, anthropology, and molecular genetics.
This study presents a meta-analysis of the complex and
often contradictory information collected in various
research programs over the last century. The focus lies
on the Thutmoside dynasty of the 18th Dynasty from
Thutmosis II to Tutankhamun, where molecular genetic
data are available. The dates of reign are an approxima-
tion, following generally used chronological models (von
Beckerath, 1997)

Inscriptions and historic information

These results are entirely independent from the other
investigation methods, using archaeological methods
only: Some mummies carried restoring inscriptions on
the secondary non-royal coffins, on wrapping and
shrouds.

The identification tags can be classified the following:
Type 1: Only the name
Type 2: Name, titles, and information on the date

when the restoration was made in the Third Intermedi-
ate Period.

This archaeological identification is considered to be
generally correct, especially the labels directly on the
mummy bandages. There has not been a single docu-
mented mummy to have been proven wrongly identified
by such identification tags so far (Reeves and Wilkinson,
2002, p 202).

Contemporary historic monuments with inscription
are also used to identify individuals, especially mummies
without a label. Tutankhamun is attested to be the son
of Akhenaton by a relief now in Ashmunein (Dodson,
2014, p 131, fig. 104). The inscription in room g of the
Royal tomb in El-Amarna undeniably names Nefertiti as
the mother of a baby who can be identified as Tutankha-
ton (Habicht, 2011; Schl€ogl, 2012; Gabolde 2013a). Other
theories speculate that the relief depicts an abstract con-
cept of rebirth (Harris, 2004; Dijk, 2009; Dodson, 2014).
Such theological interpretations remain uncertain and
speculative. Maketaton died far too young (c. 10 years)
to be considered as mother of Tutankhamun (Schl€ogl,
2012, p 88; Habicht, 2014a); thus Dodson describes
Nefertiti to be the perfectly plausible candidate for
Tutankhamun’s mother (Dodson, 2014).

Some historical background knowledge is mandatory
to understand the feasibility of presented identifications
(Clayton, 1995; Schneider, 1996; von Beckerath, 1997;
Shaw, 2003; Hornung, 2008; Tyldesley, 2008; Habicht,
2014a).

TABLE 1. Mummies used in this meta-analysis

Mummy Invent. No Find location Present location Reference

Mummy CG 61066 DB 320 Egypt. Mus., Cairo Smith, 1912
Mummy CG 61068 DB 320 Egypt. Mus., Cairo Smith, 1912
Mummy CG 61069 KV 35 in the sarcophagus Egypt. Mus., Cairo Smith, 1912
Mummy CG 61073 KV 35 room Jb Egypt. Mus., Cairo Smith, 1912
Mummy CG 61074 KV 35 room Jb Egypt. Mus., Cairo Smith, 1912
Mummy CG 51190 KV 46 Egypt. Mus., Cairo Davis, 1910
Mummy CG 51191 KV 46 Egypt. Mus., Cairo Davis, 1910
Mummy CG 61075 KV 55 Egypt. Mus., Cairo Smith, 1912; Reeves, 2002
Mummy CG 61070 KV 35 room Jc Egypt. Mus., Cairo Smith, 1912; Fletcher, 2004
Mummy CG 61072 KV 35 room Jc Egypt. Mus., Cairo Smith, 1912; Fletcher, 2004
Mummy KV 62 KV 62 In situ, KV 62 Derry, 1925; Harrison, 1968;

Hawass et al., 2007, 2010

TABLE 2. Remains from unconfirmed burial situations used in
this meta-analysis

Mummy Invent.
No

Finding
location

Actual
location Reference

Mummy KV 21 A KV 21 In situ Hawass et al., 2010
Mummy KV 21 B KV 21 In situ Hawass et al., 2010
Mummy remains

WV 23
(West Valley, Luxor)

WV 23 unknown Schaden, 1984
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Thutmosis II came from a secondary line and was
married to his half-sister, Queen Hatshepsut. Thutmosis
II was a weak ruler and passed away after less than 5
years of rule [or 13 years according to Manetho (von
Beckerath, 1997)]. Historical evidence for his reign is
scarce; only one year is confirmed. Since Thutmosis II
left few monuments, a short reign can be assumed. He
must have died young; his successor Thutmosis III was
still a child. Once again, the son of a secondary queen,
Isis, became ruler of Egypt, while his stepmother Hat-
shepsut was acting regent. Later she made herself King
Maat-Ka-Ra, ruling jointly with Thutmosis III. She died
after two decades at the age of �40–45 years, while
Thutmosis III continued his reign for another three dec-
ades. He died on the last day of month 7 in his 53rd
year of reign (Schneider, 1996). Thus he must have
reached an age of over 55 years. His son Amenhotep II
was known for his physical strength and his extraordi-
nary brutality in battle (Galling et al., 1968; Decker,
1971, 1987; Habicht, 2014a). This bodily characteristic
may be visible in his mummy. For 2.5 years, he was
coruler at the side of his father. His reign lasted for 26
years, and he died at around 45 years old. Once again,
the kingship passed to a secondary line; his successor,
Thutmosis IV, was the son of a secondary queen Tiaa.
Thutmosis IV’s reign lasted only around 10 years, but it
was a peaceful and prosperous time. He died a young
man, somewhere around 30–35 years of age. As history
repeats itself, a child of a lesser queen Mutemuia was
named King Amenhotep III, while his mother acted as
regent for the first years. Amenhotep III was between 4
and 12 years old at the time of accession and ruled for
38 years. Since the designated crown prince Thutmosis
died during the reign of his father, the kingship passed
to the second son of Amenhotep III and Queen Tjye,
Amenhotep IV (who later renamed himself Akhenaton).
There is no information on his age of accession. In the
third year of his reign (or co-reign), he launched his reli-
gious experiment, finally leading to chaos (Reeves, 2002;
Hornung, 2005; von Falk, 2012). New archaeological evi-
dence supports theories of a longer co-regency with his
father (Habicht, 2014b,c; Ibrahim, 2014). A re-evaluation
of the Amarna-age is needed, but does not cause prob-
lems with identification. Akhenaton died after 17 years
on the throne in his new capital Akhet-Aton. His succes-
sor is controversial. In the later years of Akhenaton’s
reign, a figure called Smenkhkare appeared on the
scene. Was he a young man of unclear descent or was he
in reality Queen Nefertiti in her new role as a “male”
successor? The reliefs show an intimacy between Akhe-
naton and Smenkhkare, highly unusual if Smenkhkare
was male. As Marc Gabolde indicated convincingly,
Smenkhkare carried two throne names but no birth
name, and one can assume that behind this figure must
be someone else (Gabolde, 2001). Nefertiti was certainly
alive and Queen at least until year 16 of Akhenaton’s
reign (Van der Perre, 2012). King Smenkhkare ruled for
�3 years, possibly as either a sole ruler or a co-ruler.
Since his or her family background is uncertain regard-
ing sex and age, we have no clues for identification.
Smenkhkare remains a phantom. Tutankhamun, the
last male of the royal family, is likely to have been about
eight or nine years old when he became king. He ruled
under the guidance of Ay and General Horemheb for at
least nine years. He died young, at about 18 years old.
His identification is certain due to his burial in KV 62.

Anthropological macroscopic examination

The first serial investigation was made by G. E. Smith
(1871–1937) in 1912 (Smith, 1912). He measured the
mummies to establish cranio-facial resemblances. The
ancient designations of the mummies were generally
accepted. Age estimation was based on macroscopic
examination. Douglas E. Derry (1874–1961) investigated
the newly discovered mummies of Tutankhamun, the
mummy from KV 55, King Psusennes I and other mum-
mies some decades later with similar methods (Derry,
1927, 1931, 1940). Again, cranio-facial measurements
and resemblances were used as an argument to
strengthen the close familiar relationship between
Tutankhamun and the mysterious male in KV-55 (Derry,
1931).

Radiology

New technologies yielded some additional information,
but increased the level of controversy: the serial x-rays
from the 1960’s by Harris and Weeks revealed the first
insights (Wente and Harris, 1992). In some cases, the x-
rays suggested a considerably lower age at death than
reported by regal years, for example, Thutmosis III.
Computed Tomography (CT) has been applied many
times in assessing morphological traits in ancient
mummified individuals. Furthermore, CT can be
specifically used to assess "virtually" individual age and
sex (Grabherr et al., 2009); as would be the case in still
wrapped mummies. CT-scans confirmed certain morpho-
logical similarities that indicated close relationships of
kings and putative causes of death but do not prove or
disprove identity (Hawass et al., 2007).

Blood group testing

During this decade of x-ray investigation, a detailed
anatomical examination of mummy from KV 55 and
serological testing of mummies from the Amarna period
also provided scientific data (Harrison, 1966; Harrison
et al., 1969; Connolly et al., 1976; Schnabel, 1980). The
blood groups amongst the Amarna rulers were similar,
but this could not resolve their exact relationships.
Tutankhamun and the KV 55 male have the same blood
group A2 and MN. Thus they could be brothers or—if
their mother shares the same groups—father and son.
The solution father-son is supported by genetics (Hawass
et al., 2010).

Hair identification

In the tomb of Tutankhamun Howard Carter (1874–
1939) found set of miniature coffins with the inscription
of Queen Tiye (Egypt. Mus., Cairo JE 60697-60700, Car-
ter No 320a-d). They contained a ringlet of hair (Egypt.
Mus., Cairo JE 60701, Carter No 320). This was incorpo-
rated into Tutankhamun’s burial as a souvenir from his
ancestor, Queen Tjye (James, 2000, pp 134–135). The
hair was compared with the wavy hair of the Elder Lady
in KV 35, leading to a proposed identification as Tjye
(Anon, 1976; Harris et al., 1978; Harris and Wente,
1979) which was later confirmed by genetic testing in
2010 (Hawass et al., 2010).

Facial resemblance

The cranio-facial study presented in 1992 raised fur-
ther questions about the age and identity of several
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kings of the 18th Dynasty and the possibility of the mis-
interpretation of some the ancient designations was dis-
cussed (Harrison, 1971; Harris et al., 1978; Wente and
Harris, 1992; Wente, 1995).

Molecular genetics

Woodward made the first attempt at genetic analyses
of some of these mummies, but the results remained
unpublished; however, some information was only shown
in a documentary movie (Woodward et al., 2001; Hab-
icht, 2014b, pp 52–53, 88; Marchant, 2014). He discov-
ered inbreeding at the beginning and at the end of the
18th Dynasty and proposed that the mummy CG 61074
really is Amenhotep III. After the millennium, molecular
genetics opened a new door into the past, but the feasi-
bility of acquiring authentic ancient DNA from Egyptian
mummies is still debated. Another project to obtain
genetic profile of the Pharaohs by Sakuji Yoshimura was
turned down in 2000 (Marchant, 2014).

Zink and Nerlich postulated that DNA analysis was fea-
sible based on the lower temperature in the tombs, the
beneficial fact that mummies are dry and that natron
increases the pH-value (Zink and Nerlich, 2003). The suc-
cess rate of amplifying DNA by PCR from ancient samples
is generally 50–60% (Zink et al., 2001). Other studies,
based on the decay rate of DNA in papyrus rejected the
idea that authentic DNA from ancient Egypt could survive
at all Egypt (Marota et al., 2002). Factors such as humid-
ity, chemical agents, temperature, and modern contamina-
tion are a challenge for molecular genetic studies (Gilbert
et al., 2005). A study on the extent of modern contamina-
tion was presented by Malmstr€om, investigating animal
remains for human DNA: all 29 samples contained human
DNA, but in 25 cases authentic animal DNA was found
also (Malmstr€om et al., 2005). To eliminate contamination,
procedures were developed to assure the collection of
authentic ancient DNA (Yang and Watt, 2005; Bouwman
et al., 2006; Anderung et al., 2008). To ensure authentic
and credible data they suggest:

� Extraction of clean samples in new excavations, the
traditional cleaning of bones must be avoided no wash-
ing, no chemicals, and separate storage from modern
samples; and investigators should handle them only
with gloves and wear forensic suits.
� For old material, which is possibly contaminated, a

decontamination strategy should be used first.
� Search for criteria of authenticity (short DNA strands

of less than 300 base pairs and authentic aDNA
should contain modified bases).
� UV irradiation and removal of the surface material,

extraction from the bone cortex or dentine.

For the Tutankhamun Family project, such safety pro-
tocols were applied (Richards et al., 1995; Gad, 2010;
Gabolde, 2013a). Several facts speak clearly in favor of
authentic aDNA:

� All female genetic profiles were negative for Y-
Chromosome markers.
� All male mummies showed homozygous (i.e., hemizy-

gous) Y-chromosomal profiles.
� The profiles and haplotypes of all mummies showed indi-

vidual differences and therefore could not have originated
from the same source of putative contaminant DNA.

� The combination of nuclear data (Y- and autosomal
chromosome–related markers) complemented each
other.
� Different biopsies and extractions on each mummy

resulted in reproducible genotypes.
� The profiles established a multigeneration family tree.

This family line concurs with information from Egyp-
tology on the relationship of the individuals: Modern
contamination by excavators and anthropologists
would be extremely unlikely result in such a family
line (Gabolde, 2013a).

Claims that it is not possible to extract authentic DNA
from Egyptian mummies (Marota et al., 2002; Gilbert
et al., 2005; Lorenzen and Willerslev, 2010) can be chal-
lenged by the fact that recent studies were able to identify
ancient animal DNA in Egyptian crocodile and cat mum-
mies (Hekkala et al., 2011; Kurushima et al., 2012; March-
ant, 2014). New technology, such as Next Generation
Sequencing will make it easier to identify contamination
and separate it from authentic DNA. From all methods
applied to identify royal mummies, molecular genetics are
the most reliable together with accurate information from
the historic inscriptions provided by archaeological
research.

The cases are presented in chronological order:

INDIVIDUAL CASES

The mummy Cairo CG 61066: King Thutmosis II
Aa-Kheper-en-Ra (reign c. 1493–1479 BC)

� Sex: Male
� Age: Not older than 30 years (Smith, 1912); about 30

years (Harris and Weeks, 1973); 25–30 years (Wente
and Harris, 1992); about 40 years (Hawass, 2007).
� Historic Age: Uncertain. Probably he had a short reign

of 3–4 years.
� Inscription: Type 2.
� Coffin: Secondary, CG 61013.

Ancient grave robbers had badly damaged this royal
mummy, the left arm was broken off at the shoulder, the
right arm was ripped off at the elbow joint and the right
leg was severed from the body. G. E. Smith estimated the
age-at-death about 30 years of age (Smith, 1912). CT-
scans by Supreme Council of Antiquities (SCA) suggested
an age-at-death about age forty because his teeth are in
good condition but he seemed to have suffered from an
enlarged heart (Hawass, 2007). The mummy was identi-
fied by means of a type 2 label, giving the name and the
date of rewrapping in the sixth year of the reign of an
early 21st Dynasty king, probably Smendes I. Only the
throne name was used, but incorrectly spelled as Aa-en-
Ra (instead of Aa-Kheper-en-Ra). No other Thutmoside
ruler carries “en” in the name. The next closest would be
Aa-kheper-ka-Ra (“Thutmosis I”). Georges Daressy (1864–
1938) observed that the “en” was unusually spelled with
the red crown of Lower Egypt (Gardiner Sign S3) and it
had overwritten an earlier sign that might have been “ka
(Gardiner Sign D28; Daressy, 1909). From of this infor-
mation, Wente and Harris concluded in 1992, that the
inscription had been changed from Thutmosis I to Thut-
mosis II and suggested that he could be in fact Thutmosis
I (Wente and Harris, 1992). The historic length of reign
from Thutmosis I (about a decade) would concur with age
of the mummy. Thus, the identification of CG 61066 as
Thutmosis II must be considered as uncertain.
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The mummy Cairo CG 61068 Thutmosis III
Men-Kheper-Ra (reign c. 1479–1425 BC)

� Sex: Male
� Age: 35–40 years (Wente and Harris, 1992); about 50

years (Hawass, 2007).
� Historic age: 55–65 years (53 years of reign on historic

inscription).
� Inscriptions: Coffin and shroud.
� Coffin: Probably original, but stripped of its gilding,

CG 61014, inside: inscriptions.

The mummy was among the first to have an autopsy
and was opened in July 1881 and repeated in 1886
(Smith, 1912). It had been badly damaged by ancient
plunderers and had fallen into pieces. The well-
preserved head is broken off, all four limbs are detached,
and the feet are severed. The king has a small, narrow,
and elliptical face with a prominent nose. At the time of
his death, the king was almost completely bald. Smith
quotes Rudolf Virchow (1821–1902), who stated that
although the King Thutmosis III had a long reign, his
mummy had a juvenile appearance (Virchow, 1888;
Smith, 1912). A precise age is not given. As Smith notes,
a new placement of the side incision can be observed:
instead or the vertical incision extending upward from
near the anterior superior spine of the ilium towards the
ribs, as was usual in the earlier mummies of the 18th
Dynasty, the side cut here is now lower towards the
pubes, following a course parallel to inguinal ligament
(Smith, 1912). Later mummies including Amenhotep II,
Thutmosis IV, Yuya and Thuya and Amenhotep III show
the same tradition. This mummification style places the
mummy in the middle of the 18th Dynasty.

The age assessment of 35–45 years does not fit well
with a minimum historic age of 55 years or more.
According to later studies, mummy CG 61068 was not
only considerably taller, but also older (Robins and
Shute, 1983). Hawass and Selim described the mummy
as a 175 cm tall individual aged around 50 years. He
shares a striking resemblance with Thutmosis II
(mummy CG 61066), his purported father; both have a
prominent zygomatico-frontal ridge, narrow cheekbones,
thin mandibular rami, obtruse mandibular angels, shal-
low nasal bridges, and narrow foreheads (Hawass,
2007). According to Gaston Maspero’s (1846–1916) exca-
vation reports, based on a description from Emil
Brugsch (1842–1930), the coffin containing the mummy
was found in the niche in the middle of the cachette DB
320 (Brugsch and Maspero, 1881). Newer research by
Graefe revealed several flaws in the old map of DB 320;
the structure is much more bent and more irregular
(Graefe and Belova, 2010). The room where more than 5
coffins were allegedly deposited is in fact a small niche
of 3-m length only at the roof. It is therefore impossible
that the coffin containing the mummy CG 61068 was
found there. The identification of CG 61068 is based on
the fact that the mummy was lying in a coffin (Cairo CG
61014) from which all gilding was removed, but where
traces of inscriptions made for Thutmosis III remain
visible on the inside. On the mummy, there was a linen
shroud with a funerary book, containing spells from the
Book of the Dead, the litany of Ra and from the Pyramid
Texts (Dunham, 1931; Piankoff, 1964). This Book of the
Dead is in Cairo (CG 40001) and a fragment is in the
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston (Inv. No. 82.31). Several
examples of the names “Thutmosis” and “Men-Kheper-

Ra” are clearly visible and legible. The Book certainly
belonged to Thutmosis III, but its connection with the
mummy has been questioned, since it was folded and
simply placed on the rewrapped mummy (Nagel, 1949;
Wente and Harris, 1992). The identification by means of
this shroud possibly placed there by the embalmers is as
secure as any other, perhaps more so since it comes from
the same time period as the king. More problematic is
the estimated age of the mummy of 35–40 years, con-
trasting with the historical 53 years of his reign. How-
ever, this can be explained; Bickerstaffe (2009) claims
that the identification is generally secure. While no
study provides an objective (blind, independent, multiob-
server) account, matching individual known-age in
ancient Egyptian mummies with an anthropological age
assessment, there are similar studies for skeletal
remains. One example is the English Spitalfields project
of the mid 1980s, where over 900 coffins with remains
were compared with the length of the occupants’ lives
indicated by coffin plates (in 383 cases); this revealed a
systematic error of age assessment: only 39% of the indi-
viduals were correctly aged within a 5 year range to
their real age, while 58% are under-aged. Bickerstaffe
recommended raising the age assessment for all mature
royal mummies by at least ten years (Loth, 1995; Bicker-
staffe, 2009). Thus, with some reservations, CG 61068
can be accepted as King Thutmosis III.

The mummy Cairo CG 61069 Amenhotep II
Aa-Kheperu-Ra (reign c. 1428–1397 BC)

� Sex: Male.
� Age: 40–50 years (Smith, 1912); 35–40–45 years

(Wente and Harris, 1992).
� Historic age: 40–45 years.
� Inscriptions: Type 1.
� Coffin: Secondary, cartonage (21st Dynasty).

French excavator Victor Loret found the mummy CG
61069 lying in wooden coffin placed into the sarcophagus
of KV 35 (Fletcher, 2004). A simple type 1 label pre-
sented the identity of Amenhotep II. The first inspection
on the mummy CG 61069 was on January 17th 1902
(Carter and Maspero, 1903). Gaston Maspero and
Howard Carter inspected the mummy and removed
some bandages after a robbery took place in the same
year in KV 35. They removed the bandages covering the
face and upper body. After this first inspection, the
mummy was placed back in the sarcophagus, and
remained in situ with the three naked mummies inside
chamber Jc: The Elder and Younger Lady and a boy.
Mummy CG 61069 lying in the sarcophagus was identi-
fied as Amenhotep II. G. E. Smith inspected the mummy
in 1907 (Smith, 1912). He had long brown hair, includ-
ing some white ones and a patch of baldness over the
upper occipital and parietal regions. The well-worn teeth
indicated for Smith, that CG 61069 was much older than
Thutmosis IV, somewhere between 40 and 50 years of
age. Smith also observed a “striking resemblance” in
face and cranial form between CG 61069 and Thutmosis
IV, but this man has a much stronger physique (Smith,
1912, pp 36–37). This opinion was substantiated in 1973
(Harris and Weeks, 1973; Wente and Harris, 1992).
Wente and Harris used biological arguments to question
the identification of CG 61069 as Amenhotep II, namely
that his appearance does place him in the early Thutmo-
side sequence (Thutmosis I – III) nor can he be consid-
ered to be the biological son of Thutmosis III (Wente and
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Harris, 1992). The inscriptions are on the stone sarcoph-
agus, originally belonging to Amenhotep II. The second-
ary coffin did not give a name, and the excavator, Loret,
could have misread the inscription on the mummy’s
shroud. He also mentioned that the coffin was too large
for the mummy. It is possible that the throne name ‘Aa-
Kheperu-Ra’ was misread and CG 61069 could be a dif-
ferent ruler (e.g., Sety II User-Kheperu-Ra). The signs
for Aa and User look similar, especially in a faded hier-
atic ink inscription. Historical sources described Amen-
hotep II as a strong, powerful and sportive man, with a
sinister tendency to brutality in warfare, which would
generally concur with the physical appearance of CG
61069 (Galling et al., 1968, p 31; Decker, 1971, 1987).
With reservations the mummy CG 61069 should be con-
sidered as Amenhotep II until proven otherwise (Bicker-
staffe, 2009).

The mummy CG 61073 Thutmosis IV
Men-Kheperu-Ra (reign c. 1397–1387 BC)

� Sex: Male.
� Age: 25–28 years (Smith, 1912); 25–35 years (Harris

and Weeks, 1973); 30–35–40 years (Wente and Harris,
1992).
� Historic age: About 30 years.
� Inscriptions: Type 1 (on coffin and mummy).
� Coffin: Secondary, CG 61035, and Inscriptions.

The mummy was found in 1898 in KV 35 and was first
autopsied in 1903 (Smith, 1912). It is the body of an
extremely emaciated man and shows no signs of any
ante-mortem injuries. Both feet are broken off. The right
leg was ripped off at the knee joint. The body and the
face are in good condition. Smith estimated the man to
be about 25 years old and placed the highest possible
age at 28 years, based on x-ray examination of the
degree of closure of the epiphysis of the left ileum and
the upper end of the right tibia. Smith also observed a
“striking resemblance” of Thutmosis IV with the
mummy identified as “Amenhotep II” (Smith, 1912, p
45), this was also noted by Harris and Weeks (1973)
stating that his resemblance helps to confirm the known
order of royal succession (Harris and Weeks, 1973). Har-
ris and Weeks estimated the king to be 30 years of age.
The cranio-facial study of Wente and Harris (1992) con-
firmed the identification, but added some doubt,
although the inscription on mummy and coffin are cor-
rectly spelled and clearly visible (Wente and Harris,
1992). The facial resemblance between Thutmosis IV,
KV 55, and Tutankhamun was emphasized again. The
coffin bore the two names of King Thutmosis IV: “Men-
Kheperu-Ra” and “Thutmosis” (label type 1). On the
chest of the mummy there was once again an inscription
in blue hieratic signs: “Men-Kheperu-Ra.” The identifica-
tion therefore has to be considered reliable. Until proven
otherwise, CG 61073 must be regarded most likely as
King Thutmosis IV.

The mummy CG 61074 Amenhotep III
Neb-Maat-Ra (reign c. 1387–1349 BC)

� Common ID: Amenhotep III (Smith, 1912; Harris and
Weeks, 1973; Ikram and Dodson, 1998; Hawass et al.,
2010; Habicht, 2011; Gabolde, 2013a).
� Alternative ID: Ay (Schl€ogl, 2012).
� Sex: Male.

� Age: 30–35 years (Wente and Harris, 1992); about 50
years (Hawass et al., 2010).
� Historic age: Amenhotep III: 42–50 years. Ay: 50–65

years.
� Inscription: Type 1 and 2.
� Coffin: Secondary, Lid was intended for Sety II, rela-

belled for Neb-Maat-Ra, CG 61036, container (origi-
nal?) made for Ramses III, CG 61040.
The mummy was found in KV 35. The wrappings were

opened by Grafton E. Smith in September 23, 1905 and
revealed a body in a bad condition, somewhere between
fully preserved mummy and skeleton (Smith, 1912).
Smith assumed that the body was exposed and severely
damaged by ancient grave robbers. The head was broken
off, and most of the soft tissue from the face is gone. The
right leg was also broken away from the trunk, and part
of the foot is missing. The embalmers tied the fragments
of the body together with bandages. Inside the body cav-
ity, there were bones from birds, a human big toe, and
parts of an arm (ulna and radius). The embalmers basi-
cally had ‘taped’ the mummy together and tried to
restore a lifelike appearance by placing a resinous mass
of subcutaneous stuffing in the legs, arms, and neck
(Smith, 1912). Smith estimated the mummy to be of an
individual between 40 and 50 years of age and noted the
bad condition of the teeth. Carter also had some doubt
about the identity of CG 61074, which was mentioned in
the second volume of his book on Tutankhamun; this
was based on the fact that there was unusual packing
material under the skin, which points to a 21st Dynasty
style (Carter, 2010). Genetic studies have indicated that
mummy CG 61074 comes from the 18th Dynasty, and
this raises several issues: why did the embalmers devel-
oped this new technique of stuffing to achieve a life-like
appearance and why was this new style then abandoned
until it reappeared three centuries later as state-of-the-
art mummification of the 21st Dynasty? It is highly
unlikely that the subcutaneous stuffing with resinous
material was carried out on dry mummified tissue some
300 years later during restoration, which would severely
damage the friable dry tissue. The stuffing of CG 61074
is most likely to have been carried out during the origi-
nal mummification process in an attempt to create a life-
like appearance.

This new technique requires an explanation. Smith
observed the technical aspect and explained it as a short
lived style in the time of Amenhotep III which was aban-
doned after the Amarna period until the embalmers of
the 21st Dynasty revived it (Smith, 1912).

Fletcher (2004) has discussed the new mummification
techniques of the Amarna time, describing the special
features of Amenhotep III as part of his religious moti-
vation to declare himself as a living God and claiming
that his gold-covered body once looked like a shiny
golden statue of the sun-god, symbolizing the king’s
solar powers in afterlife. The style of mummification fits
in with the emerging Amarna era (Ikram and Dodson,
1998; Fletcher, 2004). The religious motivation would
explain why the new technique was abandoned together
with the Atonism. This statue-like appearance fits and
the putative use of liquid natron only fits to the time of
Amenhotep III, while unrealistic for the post-Amarna
King Ay (Buckley, 2014). Recent investigations using CT-
scan have revealed a more frequent use of subcutaneous
stuffing of royal mummies throughout all Dynasties
(mid-18th to 20th); stuffing of the face is frequently
observed (Saleem and Hawass, 2015). Therefore the
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stuffing must be considered as not decisive against dat-
ing of this mummy to the mid-18th Dynasty. Yuya (see
below) shows similarities in stuffing and is firmly dated
in the reign of Amenhotep III. Later the subcutaneous
stuffing became more localized (Saleem and Hawass,
2015). The stuffing material used for mummy CG 61074
was a mixture of resin, natron and inorganic matter
(Smith, 1912). As Saleem and Hawass emphasised, such
material would be unusual for the 21st to 22nd Dynas-
ties (when clay, sand, sawdust, and fatty matter were
the preferred materials).

Harris and Weeks accepted this identification in 1973
describing Amenhotep III as a fat, diseased, and seden-
tary man who was almost bald and suffered considerably
from dental problems in his last years (Harris and
Weeks, 1973). The identification of this mummy as
Amenhotep III is supported by inscriptions on the coffin
and shroud: the coffin inscription is confusing, since the
mummy was placed in a wooden coffin, which was origi-
nally intended for the reburial of Sety II whose names
have a somewhat unusual writing “User-Maat-Ra mery
en Ra” and “Seth-mery-en-Ptah” (Daressy, 1909; Smith,
1912; Gabolde, 2013a). The container of the coffin bore
the name of Ramses III. The lid provides his name (type
1 label) as “Neb-Maat-Ra Amenhotep, life! prosperity!
health!” The shroud, covering the wrapping is a label
type 2, giving the name and additional information
about the restoration: “Year 12, month 4 of the peret-
season, day 6. At this day, restoration of the King Neb-
Maat-Ra, life! prosperity! health! by the high priest of
Amun-Ra, Pinudjem. . .” according to Wente and Harris
(1992, p 22). The name of the high priest is debated,
Reeves translated it as high priest Piankh (Reeves and
Wilkinson, 2000, p 203). Piankh and Pinudjem I both
were High Priests of Amun in the 21st Dynasty. The
cranio-facial study from 1992 by Wente and Harris
claimed that CG 61074 had little resemblance to the KV
55 mummy and Tutankhamun. They speculated that CG
61074 might be in fact King Ay, who was not a member
of the Thutmoside Dynasty. The pitiful condition of the
mummy was explained with a supposed mutilation dur-
ing a damnatio memoriae under King Horemheb (Wente
and Harris, 1992). They did include the fact that some
human remains discovered by Schaden in the tomb of Ay
(WV 23) or the “yellow skeleton” found by Belzoni in WV
25 (West Valley, Luxor) or WV 25 were possibly the
remains of Ay (Schaden, 1984). Bickerstaffe offered
another suggestion in 2009: The unusual mummification
could be a sign, that CG 61074 was a completely differ-
ent ruler: Ramses VI of the later 20th Dynasty also car-
ried the throne name Neb-Maat-Ra (Bickerstaffe, 2009).

The genetic profiling established that CG 61074 as the
consort of Queen Tjye and as the genetic father of the
mummy from KV 55, thus identifying the mummy
Amenhotep III. In fact, there is no evidence to support
the identification of CG 61074 as King Ay: neither the

name on the shroud nor on the coffin would support
such conclusions. The mummy’s age also does not concur
with the identification as King Ay. The genetic identifica-
tion of CG 61074 as Amenhotep III was recently ques-
tioned again by Schl€ogl who believes him to be King Ay:
[transl.] “A weakness of the JAMA publication, which
used Genoproof 1.3 software, was obvious the complete
uncritical identification of mummy CG 61074 as Ameno-
phis III; in this constellation would this King and his
wife Tjye not only be the parents of Akhenaton, but also
of Nefertiti” (Schl€ogl, 2012, p 101). This opinion was
rejected by several researchers since the whole theory is
based on the unfounded assumption that the embalmers
of the 21st Dynasty committed an error (Sch€ule, 2012;
Schl€ogl, 2014). The controversial nature of Schl€ogl’s
theory resulted in several reactions (Schott, 2012). Mem-
bers of the “Tutankhamun Family Project” dismissed
this interpretation as speculation (Sch€ule, 2012). The
identity of CG 61074 has become the pivotal factor
deciding which interpretation is correct. One way to
determine the identity of this mummy lays in genotyp-
ing his putative father CG 61073 Thutmosis IV (Hab-
icht, 2012). Ay was probably around 60–70 years old
when he became king of Egypt, while the mummy CG
61074 is more likely 40–50 years of age. The unusual
stuffing technique clearly favors the identification of the
mummy as Amenhotep III and not Ay. According to
Buckley, material used in mummy CG 61074 was not
employed in the later 18th Dynasty, and he proposed a
mummification with liquid natron bath, causing salt
crystals in the soft tissue of the muscles (Buckley, 2012;
Dodson, 2014). There seems no substantive doubt that
CG 61074 is Amenhotep III (Dodson, 2014). Buckley con-
formed the identification as Amenhotep III with chemis-
try arguments, while King Ay is highly unlikely
(Buckley, pers. commun, 2014). Until proven otherwise,
CG 61074 should be regarded as King Amenhotep III
(Table 3).

The mummies Cairo CG 51190 Yuya and CG
51191 Thuya

� Age: Yuya: 50–60 years (Hawass et al., 2010), Thuya:
50–60 years (Hawass et al., 2010).
� Inscription: on coffins, found in situ.
� Coffin: Original: CG 51006 and CG 51007 (Thuya).

The parents of Queen Tjye and parents-in-law of King
Amenhotep III were found in Tjye’s shaft tomb KV 46 in
1905 by James E. Quibell (1867–1935) in their original
coffins (Davis, 1907). They are exceptionally well-
preserved mummies, whose identities are secure, since
the coffins and funerary objects bear their names and
status (Gabolde, 2013a; Dodson, 2014). The Commemo-
rative Marriage Scarab testifies that Tjye was their
daughter. Their funerary assemblage shows the pre-
Amarna traditions; a considerable amount of gold is still

TABLE 3. Single tandem repeat (STR) data as published by Hawass et al. (2010)

STR D13S317 D7S820 D2S1338 D21S11 D16S539 D18S51 CSF1PO FGA

CG 61074
Amenhotep III

10 16 6 15 16 27 25 34 8 13 15 22 6 9 23 31

EL KV 35 11 12 10 15 22 26 26 29 6 11 19 22 9 12 20 26
Skeleton from KV 55 10 12 15 15 16 26 29 34 11 13 16 19 9 12 20 23

The male mummy CG 61074 is the husband of the Elder Lady (EL; identified as Queen Tjye). Chemistry identifies him too as King
Amenhotep III. They are the parents of the controversial “KV-55-male.”
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on the bodies (Harris and Weeks, 1973). X-ray revealed
that Yuya suffered from degenerative arthritis in verte-
brae and knees. Both mummies bad dentition: teeth are
missing or heavily worn, and evidence of abscesses was
found. Thuya also suffered from arthritis and scoliosis.
Yuya and Thuya were embalmed in different ways.
Yuya’s brain was removed by breaking bones in the nose
(Saleem and Hawass, 2013), while Thuya’s was appa-
rently not removed (Harris and Weeks, 1973).

The mummy Cairo CG 61070 “Elder Lady
from KV 35”

� Common ID: Queen Tjye (Hawass et al., 2010; Hab-
icht, 2011; Gabolde, 2013a).
� Alternative ID: Tjy II, the wife of King Ay (Schl€ogl,

2012).
� Sex: Female.
� Age: “Middle-aged woman” (Smith, 1912); 35–45 years

(Harris and Weeks, 1973); about 50 years (Hawass
et al., 2010).
� Inscriptions: None.
� Coffin: None.

This unknown, nameless, and naked mummy was
found in 1898 in the cachette KV 35 together with the
so-called Younger Lady and a teenage boy. Because of
her bent arm and the regal quality of mummification
she always was considered to be a queen, one of Tjye,
Nefertiti, or Hatshepsut. An identification as Tjye is the
most realistic one (Harris and Wente, 1979; Wente and
Harris, 1992). The labelled hair of Queen Tyje, found in
Tutankhamun’s tomb (see above) suggested an identifica-
tion with Queen Tjye (see above). In the ‘Tutankhamun
Family Project’ she was proved with molecular genetics
to be the daughter of Yuya and Thuya, and thus must be
identified as Queen Tjye based on the “marriage
scarabs” of year 2 and the “princess scarab” of year 10
under Amenhotep III (Habicht, 2011). Schl€ogl recently
proposed a different interpretation, claiming that CG
61070 is not Queen Tjye, but Tjy II, the wife of King Ay.
To match the genetic results, Schl€ogl associated her with
the family of Yuya and Thuya, suggesting that she was
the younger sister of Queen Tjye, first named Taemwad-
jesi, who later renamed herself as Tjy (Schl€ogl, 2012).
However, there is no proof that the harem lady Taem-
wadjesi was a daughter of Yuya and Thuya, and the
court lady Tjy II is well known from inscriptions as
being the nurse of Nefertiti, not her mother, according to
Helck (Urkunden No. 756; Helck, 1961). It is thus quite
impossible, to declare that the “mna.t” (wet-nurse or
royal nanny) is the mother of Queen Nefertiti. Therefore
it seems impossible that Tjy (or Taemwadjesi) was the
mother of Nefertiti (Dodson, 2014, pp 87–88). Another
(first) wife of Ay named Iuy has been suggested, but this
remains speculation (Dodson, 2014, p 88). The family
background of Ay and his wife Tjy II is still unknown.
As genetic daughter of Yuja and Thuya the “Elder Lady

from KV 35” should be regarded as Queen Teye, wife of
King Amenhotep III (Table 4).

The mummy Cairo CG 61075 “The Skeleton from
KV 55” (reign c. 1349–1333 BC)

� ID: Akhenaton Nefer-Kheperu-Ra (Smith, 1912;
Reeves, 2002; Hawass et al., 2010; Habicht, 2011,
2015; Maciejewski, 2012; Gabolde, 2013a; Dodson,
2014).
� Alternative ID: Smenkhkare Ankh-Kheperu-Ra (Derry,

1931; Harrison, 1966; Ikram and Dodson, 1998;
Schl€ogl, 2012, 2014).
� Sex: Female (Davis, 1910).
� Male (Smith, 1912; Derry, 1931; Harrison, 1966;

Germer, 2001; Hawass et al., 2010; Gabolde, 2013a).
� Age: Controversial: 18–45 years: Min. 25, probably

older than 28 years (Smith, 1912); about 25 years
(Derry, 1931); 18–25 years (Harrison, 1966); over 30
years, Harris and Hussein 1990, unpublished (Hussein
and James E. Harris, 1988; Germer, 2001); 30–35
years (Wente and Harris, 1992); Less than 25 years
(Ikram and Dodson, 1998; Dodson, 2014); in his early
twenties (Rose, 2002); 35–45 years (Hawass et al.,
2010); 27–30 years (Gabolde, 2013a; Habicht, 2014b).
� Historic age: If Akhenaton: 30–40 years, certainly

older than 22 years.
� If (male) Smenkhkare: unclear, since his family back-

ground is unknown.
� A female identity of Smenkhkare would rule out the

male mummy KV 55 to be Smenkhkare (Habicht,
2014b).
� Coffin: Rishi-Design, unclear, if secondary from a

female owner or original.

Grafton E. Smith noticed that the body found in KV
55 bore golden bands with the name Akhenaton and con-
cluded that it would be hardly credible that the embalm-
ers could have put someone else in the coffin. The
inscriptions support the identification as Akhenaton
(Smith, 1912). The scapula is described as completely
ossified, which led Smith to conclude an age of 25–28
years according to anthropological knowledge in 1912.
The first three vertebrae are completely ossified (for
Smith: 25–30 years). He also observed the contrast with
his father Amenhotep III, and a facial resemblance with
Yuya, his grandfather from the maternal line (Smith,
1912). The shape of the skull has a close resemblance to
Tutankhamun, which was observed by Douglas Derry
during the autopsy of Tutankhamun in 1925. Carter
identified the KV 55 body with reservation as Akhena-
ton, as Smith did in 1912. Later examinations and
researchers argued the body might be Smenkhkare’s:
Ronald G. Harrison (1921–1983) presented a long and
detailed anatomical examination in 1966 (Harrison,
1966): the KV 55 body is a completely disarticulated
skeleton, with few missing parts. The skull is damaged,
and many places show Derry’s reconstruction. The pubis,
the left innominate, and both fibulae were broken. Most

TABLE 4. Single tandem repeat (STR) data from the Hawass et al. (2010) study

STR D13S317 D7S820 D2S1338 D21S11 D16S539 D18S51 CSF1PO FGA

Thuya 9 12 10 13 19 26 26 35 11 13 8 9 7 12 24 26
Yuya 11 13 6 15 22 27 29 34 6 10 12 22 9 12 20 25
EL KV 35 11 12 10 15 22 26 26 29 6 11 19 22 9 12 20 26

It is most likely that the Elder Lady (EL) is a daughter of Yuya and Thuya, making her almost certainly Queen Tjye.
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of the bones are coated in shellac. The vertebral column
is completely ossified, but the experts disagree on the
estimated age as to when this occurred and was com-
pleted (between 24 and 30 years). Harrison noted that
the pelvic girdle shows that the skeleton was male.
Based on the ossification of the first four sacral elements
(the fifth is missing possibly due to incomplete ossifica-
tion), Harrison aged the skeleton as less than 23 years.
In contrast, Smith suggested an age of less than 30
years. Harrison described the long bones as fairly heavy
and with well-marked muscular impressions, thus char-
acteristically male. The right humerus was unfused,
while the left humerus was completely united, which led
Harrison to deduce that the remains could not be much
older than 21 years, because the union of humeral
epiphysis and the shaft are normally complete at this
age. Harrison concluded therefore that mummy CG
61075 is undoubtedly a man and less than 25 years old.
Scientific evidence is inconclusive as to whether the
mummy from KV 55 is the father or the brother or half-
brother of Tutankhamun. Vital to this debate is the pro-
posed age of the mummy. Akhenaton ruled for 17 years
and was therefore most likely older than 25 years at the
time of his death. An age of 30, maybe up to 40 years
would be a realistic age-at-death for Akhenaton. The
lower age determination would probably exclude Akhe-
naton and bring the elusive Smenkhkare into debate.
Newer studies have revised the mummy’s estimated age
towards 30-35 years, concurring with the archaeological
evidence (Wente and Harris, 1992; Hawass et al., 2010;
Gabolde, 2013a) and permitting the identification as
Akhenaton, but consensus on the age of the individual
has yet to be reached (Germer, 2001). From the archae-
ologist’s point of view all objects found in KV 55 support
the theory that Akhenaton was buried here, and the
name of Smenkhkare is absent on the tomb objects. In
Harrison’s study, the mummy’s face was reconstructed
at the University by Kidd from the University of Liver-
pool, who used the anthropologic data but was not told
the suspected identity of KV 55. The resulting facial
reconstruction bore a striking resemblance to Tutankha-
mun but not to Akhenaton as Harrison claimed. The
face resembles the statue of Smenkhkare in the Mus�ee
du Louvre, Paris (N 831) (Harrison, 1966). Today, sev-
eral experts consider many objects from the burial of
Tutankhamun to be duplicates for a female successor
(Reeves, 2002; Gabolde, 2009; Habicht, 2014b). The
statuette in the Louvre (N 831) is nowadays considered
to be an example of the moderate late Amarna style and
attributed to Akhenaton. The facial reconstruction
clearly shows a realistic face of Akhenaton with accented
chin, big lips, and all the features one can observe in the
caricature-type exaggeration of the early Amarna style.

Once again, the “Tutankhamun Family Project” has
produced a higher age revision for KV 55 (Quilici, 2010).
Zink stated that the fusion of the skull is not complete.
It is closed, but the fissures are still visible, indicating a
younger individual between the ages of 20–40 years.
Selim suspected that the osteophytes on the vertebrae
indicated an older man. The mild arthritis found in the
knee also points towards 40 years (Quilici, 2010). Based
on published pictures our study supports this assess-
ment that the man from KV 55 was between 20 and 40
years old, with arthritis indicating a likely age of 25–35
years. The “Tutankhamun Family Project” resolved
where he must be placed in the family line. The genetics
identified him to be a direct descendant of the “Elder

Lady” (Queen Tiye) and mummy CG 61074 (commonly
regarded as “Amenhotep III”), and this would indicate
that he was the heretic king Akhenaton. The KV 55
mummy is the genetic father of Tutankhamun. This con-
curs with inscriptions from Tell el-Amarna, describing
Tutankhaton (later Tutankhamun) as bodily son of the
King (Akhenaton) and as son born by the Great Royal
wife Nefertiti (Habicht, 2011, 2014a; Schl€ogl, 2012;
Gabolde, 2013a). Therefore, based on the genetic results,
one must identify mummy CG 61075 as King Akhena-
ton, until proven otherwise. This view is also supported
by Dodson (2014): The age of KV 55 seems to be more
towards 18–25 range, but Smenkhkare is unlikely to be
the father of Tutankhamun. Smenkhkare would have
been c. 16 years old, while his Queen Merytaton would
only be about 10 years, too young to be the mother of
Tutankhamun. Thus Dodson concluded: the view that
Akhenaton was Tutankhamun’s father remains by far
the most attractive on both historical and genetic
grounds (Dodson, 2014).

Smenkhkare

The origin of King Smenkhkare still remains
unknown. There is no proof that he was either a
younger son of Amenhotep III and Tjye (Dodson, 2014)
nor the son of Ay and his wife Tjye II, as proposed
(Schl€ogl, 2012): this theory would make Smenkhkare not
only the brother of Queen Nefertiti, but also the genetic
father of Tutankhamun. With this conclusion, Schl€ogl
contradicts himself, since he also claims, based on
inscriptions, that King Akhenaton was the father of
Tutankhamun. Identifying the KV 55 body as Smenkh-
kare and as father of Tutankhamun would cause several
chronological problems as Bickerstaffe has pointed out
that the KV 55 mummy probably was a son of Amenho-
tep III and Queen Tjye but not Akhenaton. As a man in
his early twenties, he might be the enigmatic Smenkh-
kare, as many believe, but this would require unattested
co-regencies (Bickerstaffe, 2011).

Little is certainly known about Smenkhkare: he
makes a short appearance in the later years of King
Akhenaton’s reign by the side of the king. Often one is
unsure if many reliefs portray Smenkhkare or Nefertiti.
Certain are only some seal impressions, carrying the
name. The most important evidence is the graffito of
Pawah in the tomb of Pairi (TT 139) in Thebes-West,
certifying, that a king called “Ankh-Khepru-Ra mery-
[. . .] Nefer-Neferu-Aton mery.t-[. . .]” ruled for at least 3
years (Dodson, 2009). This inscription has often been
interpreted as indicating a joint rule of Smenkhkare at
the side of the heretic king. It only testifies that Queen
Nefertiti using one of her regal names (‘Ankh-Khepru-
Ra Nefer-Neferu-Aton-[Nefertiti]) had her own reign for
3 years, putatively after her husband’s death. The only
certain picture of Smenkhkare is the ink painting in
the tomb TA 2 of Meryre II in Akhet-Aton. The walls of
the chapel show two important scenes (Dodson, 2009):
The so-called “Dunbar scene” where Akhenaton and
Nefertiti had a formal reception of foreign diplomats in
the year 12 of the king’s reign, are represented as
identical-looking “double kings.” On the next wall
towards the north-east, another scene shows Smenkh-
kare accompanied by Queen Merytaton, rewarding the
official Merire II (Dodson, 2009; von Falk, 2012; Hab-
icht, 2014b,). The inscriptions which are now destroyed,
but scientifically recorded, provided us the names:
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“Ankh-Khepru-Ra” “Smenkhkare,” and “Merytaton.” The
queen presents herself in her usual style, completely
naked, wearing only a uraeus-diadem. Smenkhkare
wears a cap-crown or the blue-crown, resembling those of
Queen Nefertiti in her later years. The face is not well
preserved and provides no information. One can only
observe that Smenkhkare has wider and even more femi-
nine hips than Queen Merytaton. Other objects, previ-
ously connected with Smenkhkare are now attributed to
Queen Nefertiti, such as the second “feather-style” coffin
of Tutankhamun and the miniature coffins holding his vis-
cera (JE 60688-91). They once carried not only the name
“Ankh-Khepru-Ra” but also “Nefer-Neferu-Aton Akhet-en-
hz,” which identifies Nefertiti as the former owner of the
small coffins (Gabolde, 2009; von Falk, 2012). There is
currently no definitive proof that Smenkhkare was male
(Reeves, 2002; Fletcher, 2004; Habicht, 2014b). New evi-
dence increases the chances that Smenkhkare and Nefer-
titi could the same person. Identifying CG 61075 as
Smenkhkare could be problematic. Kate Phizackerley and
Bickerstaffe questioned the identification of the KV 55
body as Akhenaton, since the KV 55 mummy carries the
mismatch of alleles (Phizackerley, 2010; Bickerstaffe,
2011), indicating that the mummy from KV 55 could not
be Akhenaten, if Ankhesenamun or one of her sisters is
the mother of the two foetuses found in tomb KV62. Phi-
zackerley also speculated that later king Ay may have
been the son of Yuya and Thuya. The reason for this
genetic speculation lies in the genetic locus D7S820:
Tutankhamun carries the alleles 10 and 15. Foetus 1 has
10 and 13, while foetus 2 has 6 and 15. The alleles of the
foetuses’ mother can be reconstructed as 13 and 6, but
mummy KV 55 has alleles 15 and 15. The deduction is
simple: Ankhesenamun, the third daughter of King Akhe-
naton would have inherited alleles 15 and 15. This would
exclude the identification of the mummy KV 55 as Akhe-
naton or, more probably, the women from KV 21 as Queen
Ankhesenamun. The stillborn foetuses are based on the
incomplete aDNA profile, and are probably the offspring
of Tutankhamun and a secondary wife or harem ladies.
These genetic theories which attempt to dismiss KV 55 as
Akhenaton are not realistic, because they do not take into
account the archaeological evidence, which strongly sug-
gests that Akhenaton himself was the father of Tutankha-
mun. Not only the royal name “Living image of Aton”
(Tutankhaton), but also the blocks from the sun-shadow
chapel and a relief from El-Ashmunein indicate that
Akhenaton was the father indicate that Akhenaton was
the father of Tutankhamun. The identification of the KV
55 mummy as Akhenaton is supported by several objects
found in the tomb (Helck, 2001): magic bricks with the
name Akhenaton Nefer-Kheperu-Ra, remains of a gilded
shrine made for Queen Tjye and transported from Akhet-
Aton and four canopic jars. According to Alfred Lucas
(1867–1945), the jars still contain their original filling of
viscera and resinous matter (Lucas, 1931; Habicht et al.,
2013). The reconstructed inscription revealed that the jars
once belonged to the second wife of Akhenaton (Krauss,
1986; Gabolde, 2009). Krauss also reconstructed a two-
phase alteration: first the name and titles of Kiya were
removed, the sky hieroglyph shortened and only the
names of Aton and Akhenaton remained on the body of
the jar. The human-headed lids were changed too; the
curled hair on the front was removed and changed to a
diadem holding the royal uraeus-snake. The second owner
certainly was King Akhenaton, re-buried in KV 55. In the
second alteration, the whole inscription was chiselled

away, but with less care to make the jars anonymous. The
cartouches removed from the “rishi”-coffin, made in the
Amarna style and the Nubian wig instead of a royal
nemes head-cloth gives the coffin a female appearance.
Based on the genetic results, the coffin can be interpreted
in two ways (Helck, 2001; Habicht, 2012):

1. The coffin was made for Kiya and later reworked to
be used for a secondary burial either for Akhenaton
(Reeves, 2002; Habicht, 2011) or Smenkhkare (Helck,
2001).

2. The coffin was originally made for Akhenaton without
any alterations (Grimm and Schoske, 2001).

Archaeological evidence indicates a secondary burial of
King Akhenaton. The suggested age of 25–35 years
makes Akhenaton a likely candidate, but another
unknown member of the royal Amarna family cannot be
excluded entirely. In 2014, the Minister of Antiquities,
Mohammed Ibrahim officially announced definitive proof
for an 8-year co-regency of Amenhotep IV Akhenaton
with his father Amenhotep III starting in the year 30 at
the first Heb-Sed-Festival of his father (Ibrahim, 2014).
This new information makes it realistic to assume that
Amenhotep IV/Akhenaton may have acceded to the
throne as a teenager, not much older than 13–14 years
old (Dodson, 2014; Habicht, 2014c; Valent�ın, 2014). When
he died after a confirmed 17 years of reign, he might
have been around 30 years old. This fits in with the age
assessment of 25–35 years for mummy CG 61075.

A new, controversial study was published in 2015,
speculating that Queen Nefertiti alias King Smenkhkare
was buried in hidden chambers in the tomb KV 62 of
Tutankhamun (Gohar, 2015; Reeves, 2015a,b). On
November 28th 2015 the Egyptian Ministry of Antiquity
confirmed the possible existence of hitherto unknown
chambers with 90% certainty after investigating KV 62
with thermo-photography and geo-radar (Hessler, 2015).
It seems that behind the western wall might be an unop-
ened side-chamber from the time of Tutankhamun’s bur-
ial, while behind the northern wall a corridor is
suspected. It may lead to an undisturbed burial of a
Royal who ruled shortly before Tutankhamun. Several
candidates were suggested: Nefertiti (by C. N. Reeves),
Kiya (by His Excellency M. El-Damaty) (El-Aref, 2015)
or Meritaton, the eldest daughter of Akhenaton and
Nefertiti (by M. Gabolde & M. Habicht) (Arrizabalaga,
2015; Habicht et al., 2015; Lorenzi, 2015). But also it is
possible that no mummy (and artefacts) at all will be
found (Habicht et al., 2015).

The mummy Cairo CG 61072 “younger
lady from KV 35”

� ID: Queen Nefertiti.
� Sex: Female.
� Age: Less than 25 years (Smith, 1912); 25–35 years

(Hawass et al., 2010).
� Historic Age: If Nefertiti: about 35 years If Merytaton:

about 20–25 years.
� Coffin: None.

When CG 61072 was found by Victor Loret (1858–
1946) in 1898, the mummy was considered to be a young
male until her female identity was confirmed by macro-
scopic inspection (Piacentini and Orsenigo, 2005). For a
long time the mummy was considered to be an unknown
royal family member of Amenhotep II, because she was
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found in his tomb. In 1999, Luban suggested the
mummy might be Queen Nefertiti, based on the profile
resemblance of the mummy with the famous Berlin bust
(Luban, 1999). Joann Fletcher continued the search for
Nefertiti and in 2004. Fletcher she presented her theory
based on portable x-ray, forensic face reconstruction and
resemblance between art and mummy (Fletcher, 2004).
A disarticulated right arm, found on the floor of KV 35
room Jc, was associated with the mummy. Because the
arm, which had once held a sceptre, was bent, it was
concluded that she probably was a queen. However
Fletcher had some doubts that the arm may not have
belonged to her after all (Fletcher, 2004). Many experts
rejected the identification of CG 61072 as Nefertiti. The
Supreme Court of Antiquities (SCA) conducted a genetic
investigation of the arm. It was male and the SCA
announced in a press conference, that CG 61072 was
male, based on the genetic testing of the arm. Testing
the mummy showed that the Younger Lady is in fact
female (Tyldesley, 2013). The male arm obviously does
not belonging to the female mummy CG 61072. The posi-
tion of the arms (both arms crossed: King, one bent arm:
Queen) is highly speculative and an unreliable identifi-
cation “fact.” To achieve conclusive results, the mummy
has now been DNA tested at several points (hip, long
bone, spine etc.). The body parts should be morphologi-
cally or archaeologically confirmed to belong to one
mummy. In 2007, CT scans revealed the morphological
resemblance of the “Younger Lady” with Tutankhamun,
making her a candidate for the mother of the boy king.
Therefore, from the beginning of the ‘Tutankhamun
Family Project’, the ‘Younger Lady’ was the most likely
candidate to be the genetic mother of Tutankhamun.

The aDNA analysis confirmed these expectations: While
CG 61072 is now accepted as the mother of Tutankha-
mun, her historical identity is still the debated point.
Possible (and realistic) candidates of royal family mem-
bers of Akhet-Aton are:

� The ca. 35 yrs. old Queen Nefertiti, supported by
inscriptional evidence and facial resemblance.
� The ca. 30 yrs. old Kjya, second wife of Akhenaton.
� The ca. 20–25 yrs. old Merytaton, oldest daughter of

Akhenaton and Nefertiti.

While the team of the “Tutankhamun Family Project”
did not offer an identity for the Younger Lady, subse-
quent studies have presented her as Queen Nefertiti:
either as one of the daughters of Amenhotep III and
Queen Tjye who changed her name to Nefertiti during
the reign of her brother and husband Akhenaton (Hab-
icht, 2011); or as daughter of (later king) Ay and his wife
Tyj II (Schl€ogl, 2012), or as cousin-wife of Akhenaton
(Gabolde, 2013a; Dodson, 2014). Another theory proposes
that she is Satamun, the eldest daughter of Amenhotep
III and Tjye, who did not change her name to Nefertiti,
but to Kiya, the second wife of Akhenaton (Maciejewski,
2012). A recently published paper suggested that CG
61072 may be another putative sister of Akhenaton,
either Baketaton or Nebetiah (Hussein et al., 2013).
This confirms the incestuous union of Tutankhamun’s
parents, but suggests other sisters without further
explanation. Nebetiah was the youngest sister, she is not
well attested in inscriptions and disappears at the end of
Amenhotep’ III reign (like the other sisters). The parents
of Baketaton are completely unknown. She appears to be
a small girl, accompanying Queen Tjye and carried the

TABLE 5. Single tandem repeat (STR) data (Hawass et al., 2010)

STR D13S317 D7S820 D2S1338 D21S11 D16S539 D18S51 CSF1PO FGA

CG 61074
Amenhotep III

10 16 6 15 16 27 25 34 8 13 15 22 6 9 23 31

EL KV 35 11 12 10 15 22 26 26 29 6 11 19 22 9 12 20 26
Skeleton from KV 55 10 12 15 15 16 26 29 34 11 13 16 19 9 12 20 23
Tutanchamun 10 12 10 15 16 26 29 34 8 13 19 19 6 12 23 23

The royal family: CG 61074 (Amenhotep III) and Elder Lady KV 35 (EL; Queen Tjye), their son (skeleton from KV 55). The skele-
ton from KV 55 is the genetic father of Tutankhamun.

TABLE 6. Single tandem repeat (STR) data (Hawass et al. 2010)

STR D13S317 D7S820 D2S1338 D21S11 D16S539 D18S51 CSF1PO FGA

CG 61074 10 16 6 15 16 27 25 34 8 13 15 22 6 9 23 31
EL KV 35 Tjye 11 12 10 15 22 26 26 29 6 11 19 22 9 12 20 26
Skeleton from KV 55 10 12 15 15 16 26 29 34 11 13 16 19 9 12 20 23
YL KV 35 10 12 6 10 16 26 25 29 8 11 16 19 6 12 20 23

The Younger Lady (YL) KV 35 is a daughter of Amenhotep III and Tjye and sister of the mysterious skeleton from KV 55-man.

TABLE 7. Single tandem repeat (STR) data (Hawass et al., 2010; Hawass et al. 2012) in comparison to demonstrate the nonfeasi-
bility of partial and few STR matches if one adds Ramses III and a modern profile as nonrelated individuals

STR D13S317 D7S820 D2S1338 D21S11 D16S539 D18S51 CSF1PO FGA

Ramses III 9 12 6 15 15 28 28 35 8 11 8 12 7 10 24 34.2
Mummy from KV 21 A 10 16 26 35 8 10 12 23
Amenhotep III 10 16 6 15 16 27 25 34 8 13 16 22 6 9 23 31
Yuya 11 13 6 15 22 27 29 34 6 10 12 22 9 12 20 25
Thuya 9 12 10 13 19 26 26 35 11 13 8 19 7 12 24 26
Sample from one of the

authors of this study
10 11 11 13 17 20 29 30 11 11 16 17 11 14 19 23
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title of “King’s Daughter” but her father is never men-
tioned. She seems to be in the same age range as the
daughters of Nefertiti and Akhenaton. There is no indi-
cation that that Baketaton was either was the mother of
Tutankhamun (Table 6).

The mummy of Tutankhamun
(reign c. 1332–1322 BC)

� Sex: Male.
� Age: 18–20 years (Derry, 1927); 18 years (Harrison

and Abdalla, 1972); 23–27 years (Wente and Harris,
1992); 18–20 years (Hawass et al., 2007); 19 years
(Hawass et al., 2010).
� Historic age: 17–19 years.
� Coffin: Outer coffin, wood, gilded, JE: None, in situ in

KV 62 Middle coffin, ‘feather style’ design, from Ankh-
Khepru-Ra, Cairo JE 60670 Inner coffin, sold gold,
Cairo, JE 60671.

Tutankhamun is among the most certain cases, since
he was found in situ in his tomb, enclosed in a series of
shrines of which the second and third, at the time of dis-
covery, retained their original seals. This is the only
royal burial where the owner’s identity is absolutely cer-
tain (Wente and Harris, 1992). Douglas E. Derry (1874–
1961) made the autopsy on November 11, 1925. He noted
that the head closely resembled that of Akhenaton, sug-
gesting a close family relationship. Akhenaton is highly
unlikely to be just the father-in-law unrelated by blood-
line (Derry, 1931). Macroscopic measurement of the body
indicated a height of about 1.63 m (5 feet 41=4 inches).
Derry estimated the living height according to the for-
mulae by Karl Pearson to 1.676 meters (5 feet 6 inches;
Pearson, 1899). The head of the femur was fixed to the
neck of the bone and a line of unions was visible for
Derry. He concluded an age of over 18 but below 20
years for Tutankhamun (Derry, 1927). His age is nowa-
days normally determined somewhere around 18 years;
re-examination of the mummy in 1978 by thy University
of Michigan suggested a higher age of 23–27 years
(Wente and Harris, 1992), but Harris’ findings remain
unpublished (Hawass et al., 2007). Most experts reject
the suggested age of 23–27 years. A modern examination
using state-of-the-art technology of the 21st century was
undertaken in 2005 (Hawass et al., 2007). Dental obser-
vations were also taken in account. Yet one has to con-
sider that these age-assessment criteria are based on
maturation charts derived from modern samples
(Hawass et al., 2007). CT-scan revealed a mild mal-
alignment of three wisdom teeth. Overall the dentition
was in excellent condition, without notable caries, peri-
odontal abscesses, or abrasion. Dentition and the nonfu-
sion of the epiphyseal plates at the distal right femur
both indicate an 18–22 year old individual. Unlike his
ancestors, Tutankhamun did not suffer from major ver-
tebrae deformation. The “Tutankhamun Family Project”
also established a genetic 5-generation family tree
(Hawass et al., 2010). Eight STR markers (short tandem
repeats: genetic loci which vary by the number of
repeats of a 1–6 base pair motif) were tested for
Tutankhamun.

DISCUSSION

On-going controversy: likelihood of kinship

Not only were the molecular genetic data questioned
(Baker, 2010; Braverman and Mackowiak, 2010; Gad,

2010; Gamble, 2010; Timmann and Meyer, 2010) but
also speculative Egyptological interpretation: It was
claimed that mummy CG 61074 is in fact King Ay,
wrongly relabeled as Amenhotep III by the priests of the
21st Dynasty (Schl€ogl, 2012). The Amarna tradition of
mummification style, age assessment, and identification
a consort of Queen Tjye were neglected. Based on a 5-
allel match between the mummy of Amenhotep III and
Yuya it was also claimed that Yuya was an uncle of
Amenhotep III and therefore a putative brother of King
Thutmosis IV, while the mummy KV 21A should be, not
a putative mother of Tutankhamun’s dead born children,
but rather a candidate for an identification as Queen
Mutemuia, the mother of King Amenhotep III and great-
grand mother of Tutankhamun (Gabolde, 2013a). With-
out hard evidence, such theories remain speculative. But
they highlight the problem of allele sharing in related
and unrelated individuals: In legal cases, the courts of
the United Kingdom today demands 10 matches for par-
entage claims (Second Generation Multiplex Plus,
SGM1 with 11 loci) while North America requires 13
matches (Combined DNA Index System, CODIS with 13
core loci). SGM1 tests 10 genetic markers along with
the sex (XX or XY), CODIS identifies 13 STR loci and
Amelogenin to determine sex (FBI, 2014). For a sibling
relationship, a range of 10–13 shared alleles are needed,
and at least one allele in more than 10 loci is mandatory
for a hypothesis of a full-sibling relationship vs. unre-
lated (Farfan et al., 2004). Therefore one has to consider
a nonrelation of Yuya and Amenhotep III to be more
likely. Only a comparison of the genetic profiles of Thut-
mosis IV and Yuya would confirm or disapprove the sus-
pected brother relationship. A match of only five alleles
does not prove any conclusive close family relationship.
The data published by Hawass et al. gives only eight
autosomal STR markers (Hawass et al., 2010). The
mummy KV 21A shares only one full match and six par-
tial matches with the other individuals in Hawass et al.
(2010), and KV 21B is even worse: two full matches and
one partial match.

One can take the published autosomal STR Profile of
Ramses III, a ruler from the later 20th Dynasty, �200
years later than Tutankhamun and compare it with some
of the tested individuals from the 18th Dynasty (Hawass
et al., 2010, 2012). Ramses III also shares two partial
matches with KV 21A and one full and one partial match
with Amenhotep III. The Lady Thuya shares one full
match and three partial matches with Ramses III.

Even with a modern sample (belonging to a different
Y-DNA haplogroup than Tutankhamun) the autosomal
STR markers provide three partial matches with Amen-
hotep III, one partial with Ramses III and two partial
matches with Yuya. The modern sample was independ-
ently tested by iGENEA/myfamilytreedna.com (Table 7).

CONCLUSIONS

All presented methods (archaeology, blood group test-
ing, facial resemblance, inscriptions) lead to the same
conclusion, supporting the presented genetic results of
Hawass et al. (2010). Some attempts to claim further
relationships remain problematic: if one accepts only five
matches (full and partial) as proof of family relationship,
many readers of this article would also be related to
Tutankhamun and his family. Thus the claims that Yuya
might be a brother of Thutmosis IV or that one of the
KV 21 mummies may be Queen Mutemuia (the mother
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of Amenhotep III) cannot be proven based only on par-
tial matches of the autosomal STR data alone. It would
require sufficient complete matches, preferably with Y-
DNA or mtDNA markers to establish a more reliable
family lineage.

Based on anthropology, age-at-death, genetics, historic
inscription, and name tags by the ancient restorers we
propose the following identifications: Table 8.
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